Generating heatmaps of genetic datasets is a 2D graphical visualization of data where the individual expression values contained in a matrix are represented as colors. Herein, we describe AFCMHeatMap a shiny web App that integrates quantitative interaction of genomics data and results from microarrays or RNA-Seq to highlight expression levels of various genetic datasets with a *.CSV input file. The application also facilitates downloading heatmaps as a supplementary material for user's publications. Written in R using Shiny framework, it is a user-friendly framework for interactive expression data visualization that can be easily deployed without any restrictions to any operating system used by any online user.
Introduction
Heatmaps are 2D graphical false-color image demonstrations of genetic expression information with a predefined color pattern to visualize values in a form of data matrix. [1] Heatmaps visualize genetic expression levels within different samples obtained whether from high-throughput sequencing tools like RNA-seq or DNA microarrays. [2] Overexpressed genes are marked in a different way than genes that are downregulated, therefore it provides an instantaneous visualization of genetic expression levels within different types of cancer samples. [3] Heatmaps are also being used to differentiate which clusters of genes are being upregulated or downregulated in variety of cancer samples as compared to control samples as well as profiling expression data of cancer samples to evaluate the differential expression patterns of genes across multiple tumors. [4] It is so helpful to have an open-source application that provides an easy user-interface which provides users with the capability to generate heatmaps for their genetic data. Many Software Applications depending on different programming languages have provided several platforms for generating static non-interactive heatmaps without interactive parameters and overloaded with unfriendly user-interfaces.
Recently, R language has been enriched with different packages such as shinyheatmap [5] which is a newly developed shiny platform that could facilitate the process of developing heatmap generation tools. Therefore, we tried to design an application with easy user-interface that helps users to input their data in a CSV file format embedded with the genetic dataset to be further used for implementing and drawing heatmaps. The Application
Unlike static non-interactive heatmap generation tools, could help users to interact with the produced heatmaps and permit flexible visualization of regions of interest on the heatmap.
Input
The Application uses a .CSV file containing the gene expression matrix, data manipulation and adjustment of matrix rows and columns was done by calling functions of dplyr [6] R package The user could select the non-control groups for normalization process prior to visualization processing. Statistical cutoffs could also be changed according to user preferences of p-value, FDR or both.
Output
The output file is an HTML file containing the heatmap where the user can download that file for supplementing publications. For submitting another file, the user should just refresh the server without any Limitations to submissions number.
Colors may be edited on the user demand using color scheme parameters provided through RColorBrewer [7] package, which represents a vector of variety of colors, or a function which is of highly scaled data points as input and gives back colors. The User can perform clustering on rows or columns, can interactively apply log2 transform for his heatmap and modify heatmap parameters based on P-values, False Discovery rates FDR or both which is done through calling functions of edgeR [8] package . Deploying edgeR package functions for data analysis was customized to allow higher limit for analysed results focusing on data normalization and data filtration cutoffs.
Implementation
The Application is written in code based on R standard packages using Shiny framework. [9] Our Application implements the growing utility of R packages shiny. D3heatmap [10] is a novel R package which provides interactive capabilities for heatmaps plotting using htmlwidgets [11] were inspired by the usage of the same packages on MicroScope [12] shiny App that facilitated deploying d3heatmap and edgeR functions to provide user-friendly heatmap generation.
AFCMstats Function that was deployed on the server file of AFCMHeatMap was inspired by the MicroScope [13] SlimStats function with customization to limit visualization spaces and give more space to user specific zooming.
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Design
The HTML framework for the app was created in R console using HTMLwidgets package. [11] Heatmap image extension was subjected to image processing using png [12] R package. For making the application more user-friendly a bootstrap theme was applied using shinythemes [13] R package.
Conclusions
Heatmaps generation within the R shiny App AFCMHeatMap, without any pre required programming skills of the user provides a helpful tool that targets wide population of scientists and students studying genetic expression to provide them with easier ways of graphical visualization and analysis of expression data to investigate genetic datasets using an interactive heatmap generation platform.
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Availability and requirements
• App name: AFCM HeatMap Generation tool
• App home page: https://mohammadtarek.shinyapps.io/AFCMHeatMap/ • Operating system: Only an Internet Connection is required.
• App Programming platform: R, Shiny
• License: GNU General Public License version 3.0 (GPL-3.0) All  source  code  files  were  made  available  on  Github  at: https://github.com/MTarekM/AFCMHeatMapGeneratingTool
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